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Please Close Your Eyes





What is Excellence in Teaching?



Problem Statement

Academic teaching is a core mission that is difficult to quantify 
and qualify in terms of scholarly recognition.

The definition, and documentation of good teaching is lacking. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Designing an “EVU” system to facilitate documentation of time spent on educational, research, and/or administrative (i.e., non-billable) activities.Modeling, rewarding, accountability 



Value Proposition: Need

A structured approach to measuring and evaluating 
teaching activities is urgently needed. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
establishing a great enough sense of urgencyFaculty morale is low, burnout is highUnder the lens of accreditationRecruitment is down (residency-wise)Save the faculty, save the accreditation, save the learnersAn example: skills in leading a classroom may be poor, but published work on teaching is good. Similarly, waiting for the student publication is not an efficient means of evaluating teaching efforts. Strategies to revamp evaluation of teaching, such as EVUs, have not gained footing.  AAMC GEA group on education affairs is focusing on this currently. Our WhyImprove educationEqualize expectationsProvide transparencyIncrease efficiency Everybody teaches; we’re all educators“Teaching Counts”



Value Proposition: Approach

Innovation           |      Incremental

Implementation   |      Integrated

Initiation              |   Incentivized

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based upon existing successful programsMay include simple strategies like giving awards based on simple rubrics can incentivize.Develop a new framework or integrate into an existing application May include simple strategies like giving awards based on simple rubrics can incentivizeIdentify assumptions, and prove or disprove themNeeds assessment of end users, stakeholders, etc.Understand the emotional value of the issueIdentify key themesRefine and focus conceptsGenerate the refined key concepts



Value Proposition: Benefit

Speeds effort reporting

Increases value

Establishes guideposts

Adaptable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Track and document activities required for promotion/tenureIncreases the value (both intrinsic and extrinsic) and visibility of teaching activitiesMay level the playing field by normalizing evaluation of teaching (and/or research/mentoring) activities across departments Evaluation guideposts can be used to develop and establish fluid goals that may be refined and/or advanced as methodologies and technologies advance Develop a platform that can integrate with existing systemsApplicable for research and mentoring activities 



Value Proposition: Competition

Individual
• Inertia
• Reluctance
• Difficulty adopting
• Demands on time

System
• Inertia
• Lack of funds
• Alternative products
• Existing systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remove obstacles



Research Conducted

Key stakeholder interviews

LIAM class survey

Literature review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Circle of Stakeholders (and how to do influence each of those groups)FacultyResidentsStudents “leveraging human capital”Key stakeholder interviewsPrior efforts reveal the issue is complex, different departments have very different needsIndividual faculty can use Medhub to update CV/link to course evaluations, but this is not user friendly (a barrier to use)LIAM class surveyDocumentation needs to be improved, and teaching needs to be recognizedLiterature reviewPrograms design their own rubrics of varying complexity and with unique aspects



Resources Needed

Existing structures

A guiding coalition of experts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grow or strengthen existing structures from which to innovateIntegration into existing structures might be challenging if modules do not allow enough flexibility, and ubiquitous access is neededcreating a powerful guiding coalition Vice Dean for Faculty AffairsVice Dean of Medical EducationSam Miller’s successorThe design can incorporate a cutoff to identify faculty who have to use peer-coaching remediation (for poor evaluations) and a timeframe for when they have to demonstrate improvement in student evaluations.



Proposed Strategy
• In order for any new strategy to be adopted, solutions need to be

• Feasible – cost (financial, time), resources
• Efficient – not time consuming
• User friendly – easy to log in, easy to input, easy to export
• Useful – on multiple levels (individual, division, department, SoM, 
university)

“Culture eats strategy for breakfast”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Convey an effective vision and communicate widelyConvey a plan for creating short-term winsAnchor those “wins” into cultureOur project is an example of implementation that precedes the policy changes that emerge from culture shifts (based on Quinn’s lecture)



Import/Link teaching 
evaluation information from 
MedHub or other sources

Prototype



Modeling

Accountability

Rewards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Modeling: Need key faculty in each department to model exemplary behaviorAccountability: Our tracking system will create accountabilityRewards: Expanding teaching awards, recognition of teaching in annual evaluations and for promotion



Let’s return to our thought 
experiment…
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